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St. Martin's Griffin. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 304 pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x 5.5in. x 0.9in.Rick
Lax was paranoid to begin with. He saw lies everywhere. And
when he saw them, he spoke up. But when his girlfriend gets
conned by a violent drug dealer, nothing Rickdoesseemsto
help. So what if he misses the next lie What if spotting them isnt
enough to protect against them What if exposing lies puts him
in even more dangerTerrified of being conned himself, Rick
bolts for Vegas, deception capital of the world, to learn the
game and how to guard against it. Rick meets deceivers of all
kinds, from back-alley hustlers and poker pros to the biggest
headliners on the Strip. During the course of his
unconventional education, which includes passing himself off
as an octogenarian, being exposed as a card counter, and
picking up a hooker (inadvertently, of course), Rick gets closer
to becoming a human lie detectorbut at what costBy the end
of Fool Me Once, youll know why seventh graders make better
liars than college students, how to use a handful of rice as a
polygraph, and how to bluff a poker pro. But above all, youll
understand why some...
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R eviews
This is the best book i have read until now. It can be filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Na dia K onopelski
The ebook is easy in go through easier to recognize. We have study and i am certain that i will planning to read
through once again once again in the future. I am quickly will get a pleasure of studying a composed publication.
-- Pr of. Ada h Mer tz Sr .
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